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Abstract—The use of multiple voltage settings for dynamic
power management is an effective design technique. Recent
research has shown that testing for resistive bridging faults in
such designs requires more than one voltage setting for 100%
fault coverage; however switching between several supply voltage
settings has a detrimental impact on the overall cost of test. This
paper proposes an effective gate sizing technique for reducing test
cost of multi-Vdd designs with bridge defects. Using synthesized
ISCAS and ITC benchmarks and a parametric fault model,
experimental results show that for all the circuits, the proposed
technique achieves single Vdd test, without affecting the fault
coverage of the original test. In addition, the proposed technique
performs better in terms of timing, area, and power than the
recently proposed test point insertion technique. This is the
first reported work that achieves single Vdd test for resistive
bridge defects, without compromising fault coverage in multi-V dd

designs.

Index Terms—Gate Sizing, Test Cost, Resistive Bridging Faults,
Multiple-V dd designs, Design for Testability

I. I NTRODUCTION

RESISTIVE bridging faults (RBF) represent a major class
of defects for deep submicron CMOS and can constitute

50% or more, of total defect count [1]. A bridge is defined
as an un-wanted metal connection between two lines of the
circuit, which may deviate the circuit from its ideal behavior.
Resistive bridges have received increased attention on model-
ing, simulation and test generation [2]–[10]. Typically, amulti-
Vdd design has a set of discrete supply voltage settings it can
switch between depending on the current workload and power
saving mode [11]. Manufacturing test needs to ensure that such
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a design operates correctly over the entire set of supply voltage
settings, while keeping the overall cost of test low.

It has been shown in [4] and more recently in [10] that the
fault coverage of a test set targeting RBF can vary with the
supply voltage used during test. This means that, dependingon
the operating Vdd setting, a given RBF may or may not affect
correct operation of the design. Consequently, to ensure high
fault coverage for a design that needs to operate at a number
of different Vdd settings, it is necessary to perform testing at
more than one Vdd to detect faults that manifest themselves
only at particular Vdd. It was shown in [10] that the majority
of circuits (8 out of 12) require testing at more than one
voltage setting to achieve 100% fault coverage, which means
that the ATE (Automatic Test Equipment) will have to switch
between different voltage settings to apply the test. Switching
between different Vdd settings during test is not desirable and
can impact the cost of test. Therefore it is important to reduce
the number of test Vdd settings to one Vdd leading to reduction
in test cost.

To the best of our knowledge, the only investigation that
addresses test cost reduction through minimizing the number
of test Vdd settings for multi-Vdd designs has been presented
in [10]. It demonstrates that test point insertion (TPI) can
be used to reduce the number of Vdd settings during test,
without affecting the fault coverage of the original test, thereby
reducing test cost. A drawback with the TPI technique [10] is
that it does not guarantee a single Vdd test and usually results
in more than one test Vdd setting. This paper proposes a new
and more effective technique for reducing test cost of multi-
Vdd designs with bridge defects. It targets resistive bridges that
cause faulty logic behavior, to appear at more than one test Vdd

setting, and uses gate sizing (GS) to expose the same physical
resistance of the bridge at a single test Vdd. The number of
test voltages is then reduced, minimizing test cost. We show
that unlike TPI, it is possible to achieve single Vdd test without
affecting the fault coverage of the original test.

In this paper, we present a gate sizing technique with two
different algorithms to identify bridges requiring multiple Vdd

settings for detection. The first algorithm isDeterministic
that utilizes only SAT-based test generation procedure [10] to
identify bridges that require multiple Vdd settings for detection
and marks their driving gates for replacement. The second
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algorithm isProbabilistic that is motivated by an observation
discussed in [10] that SAT-based test generation can take up
to 71% of total time inside SAT engine and attempts to reduce
the number of times SAT engine is invoked thereby reducing
computation time. These two algorithms present a trade-off
between accuracy and speed; experimental results show an
improvement of up to 50% in computation time. This paper
also evaluates the impact on timing, area and power of the
proposed technique, and comparison with the TPI [10] shows
that the proposed gate sizing technique performs better in terms
of these three parameters. In comparison to the original design,
the proposed technique has minimal impact on area and power,
while timing has improved for many designs.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II gives an
overview of resistive bridge behaviour in multi-Vdd design. The
motivation for using gate sizing to reduce the number of test
Vdd settings is discussed in Section III. Section IV presents
the proposed gate sizing technique. Experimental results are
reported in Section V, and Section VI concludes the paper.

II. PRELIMINARIES

To explain the proposed gate sizing technique, it is necessary
to discuss some concepts related to resistive bridging faults and
their behavior in the context of multi-Vdd designs. A typical
bridge fault behavior is illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 1-A shows a
resistive bridge, D1 and D2 are the gates driving the bridged
nets, while S1, S2 and S3 are successor gates; the output of
D1 is driven high and the output of D2 is driven low. The
dependence of the voltage level on the output of D1 (VO) on
the equivalent resistance of the physical bridge is shown in
Fig. 1-B (based on SPICE simulation with 0.12µm library).
To translate this analog behavior into the digital domain, the
input threshold voltage levelsVth1 and Vth2 of the successor
gates S1 and S2 have been added to theVO plot. The logic
threshold of a gate input is defined as the input voltage at
which the output reaches half of the supply voltage, while
other inputs of the gate are at non-controlling value(s) [12].
For each value of the bridge resistanceRsh ∈ [0,∞), the
logic values read by inputsI1 and I2 can be determined
by comparingVO with the input threshold voltage of the
corresponding input. These values are shown in the second
part of Fig. 1-B (marked as “digital domain”). Crosses are
used to mark the faulty logic values and ticks to mark the
correct ones. It can be seen that, for bridges withRsh > R2,
the logic behavior at the fault site is fault-free (all inputs
read the correct value), while for bridges withRsh between
0 andR2, one or more of the successor inputs are reading a
faulty logic value. A number of bridge resistance intervalscan
be identified based on the corresponding logic behavior. For
example, bridges withRsh ∈ [0, R1] exhibit the same faulty
behavior in the digital domain (all successor inputs read the
faulty logic value). Similarly, for bridges withRsh ∈ [R1, R2],
successor gate S2 reads the faulty value, while S1 reads the
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Fig. 1. Bridge fault example and its behaviour in analog and digital domain

correct value; and finally forRsh > R2, all the successor
gates read the correct logic value. Consequently, each interval
[Ri, Ri+1] corresponds to a distinct logic behavior occurring
at the bridge fault site. This distinct logic behavior at thefault
site is referred to asLogic Fault and constitutes the following:
boolean input to driving gates, resistance range coverage,Vdd

setting and boolean values interpreted by driven inputs of
successor gates.

Next, consider Fig. 2, which shows the relationship between
the voltage on the output of gate D1 (Fig. 1-A) and the
bridge resistance for two different supply voltagesVddA and
VddB [2], [4]. Fig. 2 also shows how the analog behavior at
the fault site translates into the digital domain. Using similar
explanation (as for Fig. 1-B), we can see that two distinct Logic
Faults LF1 and LF2 can be identified for each Vdd setting.
However, because the voltage level on the output of D1 does
not scale linearly with the input threshold voltages of S1 and
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S2 when changing the supply voltage, the resistance intervals
corresponding to LF1 and LF2 differ from one supply voltage
setting to another [10]. Fig. 3 shows the Total Detectable
Resistance (TDR) for the LFs detected at two voltage settings
separately and combined as well. Furthermore, this means that
in the case of Fig. 3-A, the complete range of physical defects
can be covered alone atVddB.

Consider a case where logic fault LF1 covering a resistance
range ([0,R1A] at VddA, and [0, R1B] at VddB) becomes
undetectable, in which case Fig. 3-B shows the detectable

resistance intervals at two voltage settings. For a certainbridge
the Essential Vdd setting is the one at which the highest
resistance interval is detected, which is VddB in this case.
From a test generation point of view, essential Vdd has to be
included in test generation, as the highest resistance interval,
of certain bridge(s), exists at the essential voltage setting(s).
On the other hand, non-essential voltage settings (VddA in
this case) are included in test generation only because some
non-redundant intervals are detectable at non-essential voltage
setting(s). These intervals are referred to as NRINEV (Non-
Redundant Intervals at Non-Essential Vdd) [10]. One such
NRINEV interval is highlighted in Fig. 3-B. Therefore test
generation tool uses extra Vdd settings to cover such NRINEV
intervals in order to achieve 100% fault coverage.

The only investigation to reduce the number of test voltages
for resistive bridging faults is presented in [10], which utilizes
Test Point Insertion (TPI). Test points are used to provide
additional controllability and observability at the fault-site to
detect NRINEV intervals at essential Vdd, which are otherwise
redundant (at essential Vdd) and therefore help reducing the
number of test Vdd settings. Fig. 3-B shows that the resistance
range marked as NRINEV is covered at essential Vdd (VddB)
by providing additional controllability and observability using
test points. TPI has shown reduction in the number of test
Vdd setting(s) but it has some limitations. Experimental results
presented in [10] show that the TPI is unable to reduce to
single test Vdd for the majority of circuits (10 out of 13 circuits
require more than one test Vdd). This is because TPI cannot
reduce the number of test Vdd setting(s) below the number
of essential Vdd setting(s). This can be understood from the
following explanation. In Fig. 1-A, the gates used for driving
the bridge (D1, D2) and the driven gates (S1, S2, S3) influence
the number of essential Vdd setting(s) in a circuit. For the
same circuit, assume that D1 is driving high and D2 is driving
low, the output of D2 (V1) on the equivalent resistance of the
physical bridge is shown in Fig. 4, which shows that higher
resistance range is covered at 1.2V (non-preferred test Vdd)
than at 0.8V (preferred test Vdd) as R1.2V > R0.8V . This
means that 1.2V becomes essential test Vdd and TPI has to
include it for 100% fault coverage, as the resistance range
covered at 1.2V cannot be covered at 0.8V. The TPI has some
limitations (not limited to the technique proposed in [10])that
to increase the fault coverage and to reduce test cost it may
be necessary to introduce extra overhead on timing, area and
power as is the case with [13]–[15].

III. I MPACT OF GATE SIZING ON TEST VDD REDUCTION

Gate sizing has been used to enhance timing performance
of designs and more recently to tackle soft error rate in logic
circuits [16]. It was shown in [17] that bridges driven by
gates with equal drive strength are likely to be detected at
higher Vdd settings. We investigate the effect of gate sizing
on the behavior of resistive bridging faults, and how it can
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Fig. 4. Resistance range detection at different voltage settings

be used to propagate faulty behavior, such that a higher
physical resistance is exposed at a single Vdd setting (thereby
reducing the number of essential test Vdd settings to one). The
limitations of TPI can be addressed by adjusting the driving
gates (D1, D2) or driven gates (S1, S2, S3) at the fault-site.
The driving/driven gates can be adjusted by two approaches,
which include the following:

• Modifying logic threshold of driven gates,
• Modifying drive strength of driving gates.

A. Modifying logic threshold of driven gates

In this case, the logic threshold of the driven gate is
adjusted such that a higher resistance range is detectable at
the lowest Vdd setting. This observation is further elaborated
in Fig. 5, where the logic threshold of the same gate inputs
as for Fig. 4, is reduced by gate-sizing. Therefore, the highest
resistance interval is exposed at the lowest Vdd setting since
R0.8V > R1.2V , which facilitates test generation at the lowest
Vdd setting.
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V

Fig. 5. Resistance range detection after adjusting logic thresholds of the
driven gates

The logic threshold can be adjusted by altering the
width/length of the PMOS/NMOS transistor connected to the

TABLE I
TRANSISTOR WIDTH MODIFICATION FOR ALTERING LOGIC THRESHOLD

Gate (Input) Wp/Wn * Logic Th. Diff.

Original Re-designed @ 0.8V Vdd

4 Input NAND (C) 0.64/0.46 3.09/0.24 -80 mV

4 Input NAND (B) 0.64/0.46 5.22/0.24 -100 mV

5 Input AND-NOR (B) 0.94/0.64 6.79/0.24 -140 mV

* Width is in µm

particular gate input, or by using the body bias effect. For an
inverter it is given by [18]:

Vin =
VDD + Vtp + Vtn

√

βn

βp

1 +
√

βn

βp

(1)

where,Vin is the voltage at the input of the gate,VDD is
the supply voltage,Vtp is the threshold voltage of the PMOS
transistor,Vtn is the threshold voltage of the NMOS transistor.

β = µCox

(

W

L

)

(2)

where, β is the MOS transistor gain factor,µ is the ef-
fective surface mobility of the carriers,Cox is the gate oxide
capacitance. From (1), it can be seen that a variation inWp

and Wn can alter the logic thresholds of a given gate input.
This observation was used to conduct some experiments using
0.12µm ST Microelectronics library. The transistor widths
(connected to the gate input of interest) are varied to reduce
the logic threshold, while operating at 0.8V Vdd. For all the
considered cases, the targeted change in logic threshold was
-80 mV or less to detect the fault at the lowest Vdd setting,
as that exposes higher resistance at the lowest Vdd setting.
The resultant widths for some of the transistors are shown in
Table I, where the first column shows the gate for which the
logic threshold is varied, followed by the(Wp/Wn) ratios of
the original design and that of the re-designed gates. The last
column shows the difference in logic thresholds as a result
of gate-sizing. It can be seen that for all the cases the ratio
between(Wp/Wn) is much higher than usually suggested
design rule ratio of(Wp/Wn) ≈ 1.5 − 2.5 [18]. The ratios
(in Table I) result in unbalanced charging/discharging time
(tphl and tplh) and violate design rules. For these reasons,
modification of logic thresholds of the driven gates is not
further considered to achieve single Vdd test. We also examined
body biasing to vary the logic threshold but preliminary
examination did not provide sufficient variations. For the cases
considered, it resulted in≈ 20 mV variation in logic threshold
(operating at 0.8V Vdd) at the targeted gate input. Therefore
logic threshold modification either by changing (width, length)
ratios or by body biasing did not provide sufficient change in
logic threshold voltages, and therefore these two methods are
not pursued further to achieve single Vdd test.
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B. Modifying drive strength of driving gates

The drive strength of the gates driving the bridged nets
can be adjusted to increase the voltage on the bridged nets
(V1 Fig. 1-A, where D1 is driving high and D2 is driving
low). This increase in voltage level can help expose higher
resistance at the lowest Vdd setting thereby reducing the
number of essential Vdd settings; additionally it can also be
used to cover NRINEV (Non-Redundant Interval at Non-
Essential Vdd) intervals at the lowest Vdd setting. This concept
is illustrated in Fig. 6, which shows the same pair of bridged
nets as Fig. 4, i.e., the logic thresholds of the driven gates
remain the same. It can be seen that the voltage levelV1 has
increased such thatR0.8V > R1.2V , as a result of increasing
the drive strength of the gates driving the bridge. This means
that during test pattern generation, logic fault at 0.8V will be
targeted leading to single Vdd test.

V

R1.2V R0.8V

1.2V

Rsh

V1

0

0.8V

Vth at 1.2 V

Vth at 0.8 V

Fig. 6. Resistance range detection after adjusting the drive strength of the
gates driving the bridge

The drive current of an NMOS transistor operating inactive
region is [18].

Ids = β

[

(Vgs − Vt)Vds −
V 2

ds

2

]

(3)

where,Ids is the drain-source current,β is the gain factor
expressed by (2),Vgs represents the gate-source voltage and
Vt is the transistor threshold voltage.

From 3, it can be observed that the drive currentIds is
directly proportional to the gain factorβ (in saturation and
active modes), which in turn is directly proportional to the
W/L of the transistor. Thus replacing a gate with another
having higher value ofβ (for transistors feeding the output)
results in higher drive strength. This is feasible since, different
versions of functionally equivalent gates are usually available
in the gate library.

We conducted an experiment to analyze the impact of
increasing drive strength of gates driving the bridged nets
on resistance coverage of bridge defects. For this purpose 10
circuits were synthesized using 0.12µm STMicroelectronics

TABLE II
RESISTANCE RANGE COVERAGE AT3 DIFFERENTVDD SETTINGS BY
INCREASING THE DRIVE STRENGTH OF GATES DRIVING THE BRIDGE

Before Gate Sizing After Gate Sizing

Ckt 1.2V 1.0V 0.8V 0.8V

ISCAS-85 Benchmarks

c432 0-1 kΩ 0-4.3 kΩ

c1355 0.9-1.3 kΩ 0-1.2 kΩ 0-4.5 kΩ

c1908 0-1.8 kΩ 0-6.3 kΩ

c2670 0.2-0.5 kΩ 0-0.4 kΩ 0-3.4 kΩ

c3540 0-0.6 kΩ 0-3.3 kΩ

ITC-99 Benchmarks

b01 0.9-1.1 kΩ 0.8-1 kΩ 0-0.9 kΩ 0-4.3 kΩ

b02 0.5-1.5 kΩ 0-1.3 kΩ 0-4.6 kΩ

b03 0-7.3 kΩ 0-7.9 kΩ

b04 1.8-2.2 kΩ 2.2-2.6 kΩ 0-1.3 kΩ 0-8.3 kΩ

2.9-3.3 kΩ

b05 0-0.8 kΩ 0-1.7 kΩ

gate library and Synopsys design compiler. A fault simulator
and test pattern generator from [10] is used to determine the
detectable resistance range at three Vdd settings, i.e., 0.8V,
1.0V, and 1.2V. For each design, a bridge is inserted at a
location that requires one or more Vdd setting for complete
resistance coverage; unique resistance range at each Vdd setting
is recorded that is not detectable at other Vdd settings. This
is followed by replacing the gate with another having higher
drive strength and repeating the procedure to determine the
change in resistance coverage at each Vdd setting. The results
are shown in Table II. As can be seen, the resistance range for
all the circuits has increased and for each design, 0.8V Vdd

setting alone covers maximum resistance range, which is not
covered at any other Vdd setting. For instance, a bridge in the
design c2670 covers 0 to 0.4 kΩ at 1.0V and 0.2 to 0.5 kΩ at
1.2V in original design. After increasing the drive strength
of the driving gate the resistance range at 0.8V increased
substantially from 0 to 3.4 kΩ; resistance coverage at 1.2V
is covered completely at 0.8V and this is why it is not shown
in the table. A similar trend is observed for the rest of the
benchmarks shown in Table II. From this experiment two key
observations are made:

• The detectable resistance range of a bridge defect can be
increased by increasing the drive strength of driving gate.
This is further shown in Fig. 7, which shows higher defect
resistance range is covered by replacing a gate (driving
high, D1 as in Fig. 1) with higher drive strength gateIds2,
which is greater thanIds1.

• This increase is much higher at 0.8V than other voltage
settings and for all the cases 0.8V alone captures the
unique detectable resistance range.

These observations are exploited by the proposed gate sizing
technique to achieve single Vdd test.
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Fig. 7. Higher drive strength results in increasing the covered resistance
range of a bridge defect at same Vdd setting

IV. PROPOSEDTECHNIQUE FORSINGLE VDD TEST

This section presents two gate sizing algorithms to reduce
the number of test Vdd setting(s) for resistive bridge defect.
Both algorithms consist of two phases: gate(s) identification
and replacement, during which they identify the gates that
should be replaced (for single Vdd test), followed by test
generation phase on the modified circuit to achieve single
Vdd test set. The process of gate identification for replacement
distinguishes the two proposed algorithms. The first algorithm
capitalizes on test generation method from [10] to identify
bridges that require more than one Vdd setting for complete
fault coverage and is referred to as theDeterministic Algo-
rithm. The second algorithm is based on a probabilistic method
to identify bridge location(s) that may need more than one Vdd

setting and is referred to as theProbabilistic Algorithm. The
two algorithms show a trade-off between accuracy and speed
as discussed in Section V.

A. Deterministic Algorithm

We briefly describe theDeterministic Algorithm1 (DA). It
is included because theProbabilistic Algorithm (PA) uses the
same flow and the two algorithms are compared in Section V
demonstrating the trade-off between accuracy and speed.

The algorithm (Fig. 8) starts by test generation (test gener-
ation follows the method presented in [10]) and marks all the
bridges, which require test generation at higher than the lowest
Vdd setting. All such bridges are placed inTargetBridgeList
and all the driving gates of the respective bridges are marked
as potential candidates for gate replacement. The algorithm
then solves a minimum set covering problem that identifies
the minimum number of driving gates, such that all the bridges
are covered. The selected gates are placed inminGatesList
(step-2). The algorithm then takes each selected gate in
minGatesList and replaces it with another having higher
drive strength from the gate library (step 3-5). After updating

1This algorithm was presented in our earlier publication in DATE 2009 and
can be downloaded from http://eprints.ecs.soton.ac.uk/17047.

the netlist, the algorithm generates a test set considering
complete bridge list and finally returns with an updated netlist
and a new test set.

Input: Netlist
Output: Test Set, Modified Netlist

1: ComputeTargetBridgeList by running test generation
using the netlist
// Mark the bridges that require test at additional
// voltage setting(s)

2: Compute minimum number of driving gates
minGatesList across complete TargetBridgeList
by solving a minimum set cover

3: for all minGatesList do
4: Replace the selected gate with another having higher

drive strength.
5: end for
6: Generate Test Set for the modified netlist using complete

bridge list.
7: return (Modified netlist, T est set)

Fig. 8. Deterministic Algorithm

B. Probabilistic Algorithm

This algorithm reduces run-time to identify bridge locations
for gate replacement. An experiment conducted using 12
different ISCAS-85 and ISCAS-89 benchmarks and the SAT-
based test generator [10] used in this work show that on
average, 49% of total time spent during test generation is taken
by the SAT engine [19], and it can take as much as 71%
of total time [20]. The SAT-solver has exponential worst-case
complexity [20] and therefore the purpose of theProbabilistic
algorithm is to restrict its usage thereby reducing run-time. In
the Deterministic Algorithm bridge locations for gate replace-
ment are identified by invoking test generator [10] in step-1,
as shown in Fig. 8. TheProbabilistic Algorithm (PA) aims
at reducing run-time by selectively using the test generator
(and therefore SAT-solver) and does not use it by default. The
PA is invoked as step-1 of gate sizing technique (to compute
TargetBridgeList) without affecting rest of algorithmic flow,
shown in Fig. 8.

As discussed in Section II, a bridge defect consists of a
number of logic faults at each Vdd setting (Fig. 2); all logic
faults per bridge constitute its fault domain. Since bridges
requiring higher Vdd settings for detection are only targeted
for gate replacement, the probabilistic algorithm categorizes
the Vdd setting of each bridge location, which is used to
decide whether gate replacement is required or not. Each
bridge location is categorized by computing the probability of
detecting logic faults at higher Vdd settings in comparison to
those at the lowest Vdd setting. Therefore, a bridge with higher
probability of fault detection at the lowest Vdd setting is not
targeted for gate replacement. Probability based categorization
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and comparison of logic faults reduces the need of invoking
test generator, thereby speeding up the gate sizing technique.

This is achieved by assigning a detection value (DV) to each
logic fault, which is a probabilistic estimate of controllability
and observability of each logic fault in the fault domain (all
logic faults per bridge) and represents the probability of fault
detection. Eq. (4) is used as a comparative measure between
different logic faults belonging to the same bridge and puts
more emphasis on local analysis at the fault-site by taking into
account signal probabilities of nets associated with the fault
site. It uses signal probabilities to determine the likelihood
of activating the fault and its effect reaching output of gates
fed by the bridge (for example output of “AND” gate as
in Fig. 9), the number of gates fed by the “AND” gate, and its
minimum distance from the primary outputs as in [21]. In our
experiments, signal probabilities are calculated by simulating
pseudo-random patterns, however other analytical methodsfor
estimating signal probability can be used for this purpose
just as well. In a given circuit, signal probability per net
is found by assigning a probability of 1(0) by carrying out
logic simulations on the circuit using pseudo-random test
patterns, until the probability of 1(0) do not change in last200
iterations on any net. The number of iterations (200) is found
by experimenting with different number of iterations from 50
to 300, and with 200 iterations, probability values are stable
for all benchmarks.

DV is assigned by computing probability of fault activation
and fault effect observation at the output of gates fed by the
bridge. DV(LF) is the detection value per logic fault, whichis
computed for each candidate logic fault as follows:

DV (LF ) = C(LF ) · O(LF ) (4)

where C(LF) is a probabilistic measure of the logic fault con-
trollability, O(LF) is a probabilistic measure of observability
of the fault at the outputs of gates fed by the bridge

C(LF ) =
n

∏

i=1

(Prob(i)) (5)

wheren is the cumulative number of inputs of the two gates
driving the bridged nets andProb(i) is the signal probability
of logic value required by the LF on inputi

O(LF ) =

m
∑

i=1

(f(X)) · Gi

D(PO)i

(6)

where m is the number of gates fed by the bridged nets,
which propagate the faulty value to their outputs,G is the
number of gates fed by each such gate, andD(PO) is the
minimum distance of fault observing gate fed by the bridge
from primary output(s).f(X) is the probability that the fault
effect is propagated through gateX , computed as follows:

f(X) =

∑k
j=1

∏l
i=1 SPi,j

2l
(7)

wherek is the number of input combinations which propagate
the fault effect to the output of successor gateX , l is the
number of inputs of gateX which are not fed by the bridge,
andSPi,j is the probability of having the value corresponding
to input combinationj on inputi. For example, a 3-input AND
gate fed by the bridge (as shown in Fig. 9) there is one input
configuration which will propagate the fault (0/1) to its output
out of the 4 possible combinations on the two inputs which
are not fed by the bridge. Assuming the “1” probabilities of
the inputs which are not driven by the bridge to be 0.4 and 0.7
respectively, the probability of this gate propagating thefault
to its output is(0.4∗0.7)

4 = 0.07.
The categorization of bridge defect to a specific Vdd is

shown in Fig. 10. It shows Vdd specific logic faults, with
respective resistance range and detection value, whereDV ∈

[0, 1]. Fig. 10-a shows all logic faults of a bridge, including
one at the highest Vdd setting (black bar) and the lowest Vdd

setting (gray bar) with their respective DV. As can be seen, the
resistance range covered at the highest Vdd setting has lower
DV than 3 overlapping logic faults at the lowest Vdd setting.
It means that the probability of this bridge to be detected at
the highest Vdd setting is 3 times lower than that of the lowest
Vdd setting. Similarly, a bridge resistance at the highest Vdd

is shown in Fig. 10-b, which shows the complete resistance
range overlap by 2 logic faults, each with higher and lower
DV, at the lowest Vdd setting. The Probabilistic algorithm uses
this type of comparison to ease bridge identification (requiring
gate replacement) without invoking computationally expensive
test generator [10].

Since logic circuits have different depths, topologies and
design styles, a challenge is to establish a generic set of
criteria to categorize bridges according to their Vdd setting -
more importantly the criteria should hold on a wide variety of
benchmarks and cover the worst case scenario for each design.
For this reason, we performed a detailed analysis using 23
benchmarks, with various gate counts, design styles (ISCAS
85, 89 and ITC 99) and in total more than 110,000 bridge
locations. After detailed analysis, a set of criteria is formulated
to categorize a bridge to the lowest Vdd test setting. A bridge is
referred to asLow Vdd Bridge, if its resistance ranges across all
logic faults at higher Vdd settings are completely overlapped
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Fig. 10. Logic faults comparison using probability based detection value

by those at the lowest Vdd setting, using one of the following
criteria:

1) Resistance range at higher Vdd is covered by at least
3 logic faults, at the lowest Vdd setting, with higher
detection value, as shown in Fig. 10-a.

2) Resistance range is covered by 2 logic faults with higher
detection value, AND at least 2 logic faults with lower
detection value, as shown in Fig. 10-b.

3) Resistance range covered by 1 logic fault with higher
detection value, AND at least 15 logic faults with lower
detection value.

4) Resistance range covered by at least 20 logic faults with
lower detection value.

The above listed criteria is developed after detailed experi-
mentation using benchmarks shown in Table III. The number
of overlapping logic faults represent the worst case scenario
over all bridges per design. It is used by the algorithm to
cover a subset of bridges requiring the lowest Vdd test. Such
bridge locations do not need gate replacement and therefore
reduce the number of calls to the SAT-solver made by the
test generator. The rest of the bridges are categorized asGray
Zone bridges as they may need gate replacement to achieve
single Vdd test. Only for these bridges, the algorithm uses test
generation to determine the exact Vdd test setting for detection
of each such bridge. As a result of test generation, the Gray
Zone bridges are categorized as either requiring High Vdd or
Low Vdd test for detection. The above list of criteria serves as
a useful filter to distinguish the bridges requiring High Vdd test
and results in speeding up the process of gate identificationfor
replacement by reducing the use of test generator.

To further evaluate the above listed criteria, we conducted
experiments using benchmarks shown in Table III, with higher
limits on the number of overlapping logic faults. In all cases,
the experiments resulted in only converting Low Vdd bridges to
Gray Zone bridges, without affecting those requiring High Vdd

test. This and the above mentioned reasons indicate that the
developed set of criteria for bridge identification, employed
by the Probabilistic algorithm, is expected to hold on other
benchmarks just as well. However, there is still a non-zero
probability of missing out a bridge (Gray Zone bridge iden-
tified as low Vdd) in another experimental setup. Such corner

Input: Netlist, Bridge locations
Output: Categorize all bridge locations to either of the two

categories: Low Vdd, High Vdd

1: Compute signal probabilities on all nets
2: for all Bridge locationsdo
3: Generate a list of logic faults candidates at each Vdd

setting
4: Retain unique logic faults at all Vdd settings
5: for all LF candidatesdo
6: Compute DV(LF)
7: end for
8: Sort all logic faults using their respective DV(LF)
9: Categorize bridge location to either Low Vdd or Gray

Zone
10: Invoke test generator for Gray Zone Bridge and catego-

rize it as either High Vdd or Low Vdd Bridge
11: Update(TargetBridgeList)
12: end for
13: return (TargetBridgeList)

Fig. 11. LF Ranking and Bridge Categorization of PA

cases will be identified by step-6 of the algorithm presented
in Fig. 8 resulting in an additional iteration of the algorithm.

The Probabilistic Algorithm (PA) is shown in Fig. 11. It
uses signal probabilities to quantify the effort required by
a logic fault for detection. In step-3 of PA (Fig. 11), the
algorithm generates all logic faults per bridge and in step-4, it
removes non-unique logic faults that are completely covered
by identical logic fault at another Vdd setting. Two logic faults
at different Vdd settings are identical if the input assignments to
gates feeding the bridge are same along with the logic values
interpreted by gates driven by the bridge. Such logic faults
are distinguished by resistance range and Vdd setting at which
they appear. This step reduces total candidate logic faultsand is
used to speed up the search and bridge categorization process.
Next, in steps 5 to 7, the algorithm computes the detection
value DV(LF) for each candidate logic fault using Eq. (4)-(7).

Logic faults are sorted using their respectiveDetection Value
(DV), and are then categorized into two different categories
(Low Vdd or Gray Zone) using the above mentioned set of
criteria (Fig. 10). For bridges that falls into “Gray Zone”,test
generator [10] is invoked, which identifies exact Vdd setting of
each bridge location in Gray Zone. Bridges requiring higher
Vdd test are marked byTargetBridgeList, and this process
is repeated for all bridge locations. Finally the PA returns
to step-2 of the algorithm shown in Fig. 8 with updated
TargetBridgeList that is used to compute minimum number
of gates for replacement using set covering technique.

It should be noted that the minimum set covering technique
(step-2, Fig. 8) is useful for area minimization and has shown
positive results for almost all the cases considered. However,
in a few cases (less than 10), increasing the drive strength of
a gate may make the fault redundant (un-detectable) at all Vdd
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Fig. 12. Fault Redundancy due to gate selection by minimum set cover

settings. This is explained using Fig. 12, which shows a fault-
site with driving gates D1 (driving high), D2 (driving low)
while S1 and S2 are successor gates. Consider Fig. 12-A and
assume that the output of D1 is a weak “1” and the output of
D2 is a strong “0”. This results in S1 reading a faulty logic
value at its input (shown as 1/0), while S2 reads the correct
logic value in both good/faulty circuits. Furthermore, assume
that the fault effect is propagated to the primary output viaS1
and results in test generation at a non-desired voltage setting.
Now consider Fig. 12-B, which shows that gate D1 is selected
by the minimum set cover and is replaced by a gate with higher
drive strength. Due to this change in drive strength, D1 outputs
a strong “1” and D2 outputs a weak “0”, which results in
S2 reading a faulty logic value (shown as 0/1) but this faulty
logic value does not reach the primary output and therefore the
fault becomes un-detectable. In such cases, the drive strength
of both the driving gates (D1 and D2) is adjusted, such that
higher resistance is exposed at the lowest Vdd setting (Fig. 6)
while ensuring that the fault is detectable. Therefore it isworth
mentioning that for a few bridges, gate replacement and test
generation may be repeated for fault detection at the lowest
Vdd setting.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The proposed technique for reducing test Vdd settings is val-
idated using ISCAS’85, ’89 and ITC 99 full scan circuits. The
benchmark circuits are synthesized using ST Microelectronics
0.12 µm gate library. Synopsys Design CompilerTM (DC) is
used for synthesis, as well as, to evaluate timing, area and
power. Default options of DC are used for synthesis without
specifying any time constraints on any design. The generated
netlist is then used for gate identification and replacementto
achieve single Vdd test. The setup uses non-feedback bridges
only and an exhaustive bridge list is generated by considering
all possible pairs of nets in the netlist, up to a maximum of
10,000 pairs. This increases the total number of bridges for
all the circuits and therefore, creates more challenging test
cases than coupling capacitance based post-layout extracted
bridge list. The number of bridge locations using coupling
capacitance based extraction for ISCAS designs vary from 47
to 943, for c432 and s15850 respectively using the same gate
library [22]. It should be noted that the number of extracted

Candidate bridge (Logic Fault)

<Vdd, Logic beh, Resistance range>

Gate 

Identification 

(DA, PA)

Gate 

Level 

Netlist

extracted 

bridge 

locations

Vdd: 0.8V, 

1.0V, 1.2V

Gate 

Library

0.12 µm

Gate Selection, 

Modified Netlist
SAT ATPG

Modified 

Netlist

Single Vdd
Test Set

Fig. 13. Test generation flow

bridges depend on the type of gates available in the gate library
that are used during synthesis. The use of compound gates
(with up to 9 inputs) reduces the gate count (in comparison
to 2 input AND/OR gates) resulting in reducing the number
of extracted bridge locations. For the same reason, in a recent
study reported in [23] the experimental setup uses the number
of gates multiplied by 10 to determine the total number of
random bridges to be considered.

All experiments are conducted using three Vdd settings:
0.8V, 1.0V, and 1.2V. The selection of Vdd settings is
similar to a commercial microprocessor (TransMeta Crusoe
TM5800) [24], that varies Vdd settings from 0.9V to 1.3V and
is synthesized using 0.13µm cell library. The test generation
flow used by the proposed gate sizing technique is shown
in Fig. 13. The benchmarks used, total number of gates and
extracted bridges for each circuit are tabulated in Table III. For
these benchmarks, we conducted an experiment to determine
the fault coverage only at 0.8V Vdd setting (without applying
test at higher test voltages) and our experimental results show
that the fault coverage is 90% (as in case of s9234) or higher
when the test is applied only at 0.8V Vdd setting. In a recent
study conducted using ISCAS benchmarks and layout extracted
bridges, the fault coverage is 93.95% or higher when the test
is applied only at 0.8V Vdd setting [20]. This setup is used to
conduct two sets of experiments.

A. Test Vdd Reduction Using GS

This experiment has two objectives: firstly, to show the
impact of the proposed gate sizing (GS) algorithmsDetermin-
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TABLE III
BENCHMARKS

ISCAS 85, ISCAS 89 ITC 99

Ckt # Gates # Bridges Ckt # Gates # Bridges

c432 93 1,094 b01 26 142

c1355 226 6,563 b02 15 33

c1908 205 7,986 b03 63 350

c2670 269 10,000 b04 208 7,228

c3540 439 10,000 b05 315 10,000

c7552 731 9,998 b06 33 203

s344 62 469 b07 170 6,447

s382 74 1,146 b08 86 1,350

s386 63 1,625 b09 75 729

s838 149 5,737 b10 88 1,923

s5378 578 9,933

s9234 434 10,000

s15850 1578 10,000

istic and Probabilistic, to achieve single Vdd test. Secondly,
to compare the two proposed algorithms in terms of the
number of gates replaced by each and their respective run-
time. Table IV tabulates the total number of test Vdd setting(s)
required by the original design (labeled as Orig.) and compares
it with those generated by TPI [10] (labeled, TPI)2, and the
proposed gate sizing algorithms (labeled DA, PA). As can be
seen, the proposed algorithms (DA, PA) are able to achieve
100% fault coverage at a single test Vdd. This is unlike TPI,
which requires two or more test Vdd settings for a large number
of circuits. Furthermore, TPI is unable to reduce any test Vdd,
in case of c432 and c1908. The last column of Table IV shows
the number of gates replaced by the proposed algorithms (DA,
PA) and the number of test points (control/observation points)
added by the TPI3. The number of gates replaced by the two
algorithms ranges from 1-18, while the TPI has added up to
42 test points. The total number of gates replaced by the two
GS algorithms (or added by the TPI) is shown in the last row
of Table IV. The computation time of the proposed gate sizing
algorithms is less than the TPI as it uses a simple set covering
algorithm (Step-2, Fig. 8) for reducing the number of gates
to be replaced, while the TPI uses a complex control point
minimization algorithm [10]. The number of gates replaced
by the PA is higher for certain circuits than the DA, as in
case of c432. This is because of step-4 of theProbabilistic
algorithm (PA) (Fig. 11) that removes non-unique logic faults
to speedup the algorithm. To investigate the increased gate
count, we analyzed a bridge in c432 that is marked for gate
replacement by the PA. The bridge has the following three
logic faults: LF1@1.2V (0-1000Ω), LF2@0.8V (0-800Ω)
and LF3@0.8V (800-1200Ω). Furthermore, LF1 and LF2 are
identical in terms of input assignments to the gates feeding
the bridge and the logic values interpreted by the gates fed by

2TPI results may vary from those reported in [10] because of difference in
logic threshold voltages.

3The number of test points is the sum of control and observation points.

the bridge. Since LF1 covers higher resistance than LF2, the
algorithm removes LF2. With the removal of LF2, the bridge
is marked for gate replacement, as 1.2V Vdd setting is required
for complete resistance coverage.

We also analyzed the detectable resistance of neighboring
nets (potential bridges) that may be affected by re-sizing of
gates, and compared the detectable resistance range beforeand
after gate sizing. It was found that around 75% of the bridges
sharing the net driven by the re-sized gates has their detectable
resistance range increased, while the resistance range has
reduced for the rest of 25% bridges, however it is always
≥ 1KΩ of detectable resistance after re-sizing. These bridges
are not further re-sized because it was reported in [25] that
around 96% of the bridges have their resistance range≤ 1KΩ,
however the proposed gate sizing technique can be repeated for
such bridge locations, if higher detectability is required. The
detectable resistance range is increased for a large majority of
bridges because a bridge location consists of a large numberof
logic faults, where total number of logic faults depends on the
number of possible combinations to activate the bridge and the
number of gates fed by the bridge. For each bridge location,
the test generator determines the total detectable resistance
range using all possible logic faults. Therefore resistance range
covered by an individual logic fault is less important than the
total detectable resistance considering all logic faults.From
the experimental results, it is evident that the proposed gate
sizing technique guarantees single Vdd test for all designs,
while increasing the detectable resistance range for a large
majority of bridges.

Table V shows the categorization of bridges toLow Vdd and
Gray Zone by step-9 of theProbabilistic algorithm (Fig. 11).
As can be seen, for all the circuits, on average 45% and
up to 71.6% of total bridges are identified as “Low Vdd”
without using computationally expensive (SAT-solver based)
test generator. These bridges are accurately identified by using
probability based bridge identification criteria (Fig. 10).

To get an insight into the computation time of the proposed
algorithms(Probabilistic, Deterministic), see Table VI, which
shows the comparison of total number of SAT calls and
respective run-times of the two algorithms. TheProbabilistic
algorithm has significantly reduced the total number of compu-
tationally expensive SAT calls, for all benchmark designs,and
on average it achieves 2.6X reduction in the total number of
SAT calls in comparison to theDeterministic algorithm. The
run-time (of PA and DA) is shown in column 3 of Table VI,
and the last column shows the relative run-time by the PA
in comparison to the DA. The last two rows show the sum
and average of the number of SAT calls and run-time for all
designs. As can be seen, the PA results in a significant speed
up for a large majority of circuits (up to 50% time reduction,in
case of c2670), this is especially noticeable for larger circuits
for e.g., b04, c2670, c3540, c7552, s9234, and s15850 that
show significant speed up. However, because of the setup time
of PA (step-1 and steps 5-7 shown in Fig. 11), it is more time
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TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE PROPOSEDGATE SIZING ALGORITHMS (DA, PA) AND

COMPARISON WITHTPI

Test Vdd settings No. of Gates

Ckt Orig. TPI [10] DA, PA DA PA TPI [10]

c432 All* All 0.8V 2 3 0

c1355 All 0.8V 0.8V 4 4 10

c1908 1.2V, 0.8V 1.2V, 0.8V 0.8V 3 3 0

c2670 All 1.2V, 0.8V 0.8V 6 6 19

c3540 All 1.0V, 0.8V 0.8V 7 8 7

c7552 All 0.8V 0.8V 1 1 1

s344 1.2V, 0.8V 0.8V 0.8V 1 1 1

s382 1.2V, 0.8V 0.8V 0.8V 2 2 5

s386 All 1.2V, 0.8V 0.8V 7 7 4

s838 All 0.8V 0.8V 14 14 28

s5378 All 1.0V, 0.8V 0.8V 9 12 9

s9234 All 1.0V, 0.8V 0.8V 6 13 2

s15850 All 0.8V 0.8V 8 9 3

b01 All 0.8V 0.8V 1 1 1

b02 1.2V, 0.8V 0.8V 0.8V 1 1 2

b03 0.8V 0.8V 0.8V 0 0 0

b04 All 0.8V 0.8V 8 8 4

b05 All 0.8V 0.8V 18 18 42

b06 0.8V 0.8V 0.8V 0 0 0

b07 All 1.2V 0.8V 0.8V 9 10 10

b08 All 0.8V 0.8V 4 4 8

b09 1.2V, 0.8V 0.8V 0.8V 2 2 2

b10 All 0.8V 0.8V 4 5 5

Total No. of Gates 117 132 163

*All = 0.8V, 1.0V, 1.2V

PA → Probabilistic Algorithm, DA→ Deterministic Algorithm

efficient for larger designs and smaller designs do not show
improvement, as is the case with s382, s386, b01, b08, and
b10. The results presented in Table VI has shown encouraging
results in terms of reducing SAT calls and minimizing run-
time. It should be noted that the proposed GS technique is an
offline process carried out only once during the design flow.
However, we are currently investigating the use of faster ATPG
engines to further improve the run-time of the algorithm.

B. Impact on Timing, Area and Power

This experiment compares timing, area and power (dynamic
and leakage) of the original design, the proposed Gate Sizing,
and the TPI. Fig. 14 shows the timing performance. As can be
seen, the proposed GS technique has little effect on timing
when compared to the original design. This is because it
replaces small number of gates. On average, for circuits shown
in Table IV, it has replaced only 3% of the total number
of gates. For some circuits the proposed GS technique has
improved timing due to larger and faster gates. This is unlike
the case with the TPI, where the timing was negatively affected
because of the test points inserted in the critical path. For
example, in case of s386, TPI has inserted 1 test point, and

TABLE V
BRIDGE CATEGORIZATION BY THEPROBABILISTIC ALGORITHM

Prob. Search Space

Ckt. # Bridges Gray Zone Low Vdd

c432 1,094 339 755

c1355 6,563 3762 2,801

c1908 7,986 4776 3,210

c2670 10,000 2842 7,158

c3540 10,000 3282 6,718

c7552 9,998 6203 3795

s344 469 234 235

s382 1,146 803 343

s386 1,625 751 874

s838 5,737 3916 1821

s5378 9,933 4886 5047

s9234 10,000 5363 4637

s15850 10,000 5899 4101

b01 142 78 64

b02 33 21 12

b03 350 195 155

b04 7,228 3497 3,731

b05 10,000 4468 5,532

b06 203 148 55

b07 6,447 3489 2,958

b08 1,350 860 490

b09 729 542 187

b10 1,923 1189 734

TABLE VI
T IMING COMPARISON OFDETERMINISTIC AND PROBABILISTIC

ALGORITHMS

Total SAT runs Time (min)

Ckt. PA DA PA DA PA
DA

c432 1816 7379 1.52 1.93 0.78

c1355 5821 19128 24.37 28.88 0.84

c1908 8940 13766 23.83 25.52 0.93

c2670 7416 50488 117.68 237.33 0.50

c3540 10790 44908 75.62 135.75 0.56

c7552 18454 32877 225.25 396.95 0.57

s382 1363 2119 1.65 1.28 1.29

s386 2190 7770 2.35 2.27 1.04

s838 6187 14586 19.82 22.28 0.89

s5378 9450 31269 310.00 336.20 0.92

s9234 12669 37064 723.60 947.60 0.76

s15850 12580 20598 4513.1 5896.18 0.77

b01 166 338 0.05 0.02 3.0

b02 44 63 0.02 0.02 1.0

b04 6884 13803 33.78 41.15 0.82

b07 8527 25631 29.32 31.45 0.93

b08 3697 9883 2.08 1.93 1.08

b10 4601 8258 2.03 1.55 1.31

Total 121595 339928 6106.1 8108.3 0.75

Avg. 6755.3 18884.9 339.2 450.5 0.75

PA → Probabilistic Algorithm, DA→ Deterministic Algorithm
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Fig. 14. Impact of Gate Sizing on timing performance and comparison with
the original and the TPI [10].

converted a non-critical path into a critical path, while the GS
technique has replaced a gate with a bigger gate, in the critical
path, resulting in reduced timing. On comparing the delay of
the longest path in the original and the GS modified designs,
it was found that the longest path in the original design has
a delay of 0.85 ns. On the other hand, the GS has replaced a
gate in the longest path with a bigger gate thereby reducing
the delay of the longest path to 0.78 ns (from 0.85 ns in the
original design). As a result the second longest path in the
original design with a delay of 0.82 ns, became the longest
path in the GS modified design.

Similarly, comparison of area overhead is shown in Fig. 15
for the three designs. The proposed GS technique results in
a slightly higher area overhead in comparison to original
designs; however, it is less than the TPI for all circuits. Finally,
comparison of dynamic and leakage power is shown in Fig. 16
and Fig. 17 respectively. It can be seen that the proposed
gate sizing technique slightly increases the power budget in
comparison to the original design; however, it is less than the
TPI in all cases. High power consumption of the TPI is because
of additional switching activity and leakage power of added
test points. In case of GS, switching activity does not change
in comparison to the original design but load capacitance and
leakage power increases due to bigger gates, leading to higher
dynamic and leakage power. The impact on leakage power can
be reduced by using high-Vt transistors in non-critical paths
of the design [11].

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed gate sizing to reduce test cost of
multi-Vdd designs with bridge defects, by reducing the number
of test voltage settings. It has been shown, that it is possible
to achieve 100% fault coverage using a single Vdd test setting.
This represents an improvement on the recently proposed TPI
technique [10] which mostly requires two or more test Vdd

settings to achieve complete fault coverage. In this paper,we
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Fig. 15. Impact of Gate Sizing on area overhead and comparison with the
original and the TPI [10].
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Fig. 16. Impact of Gate Sizing on dynamic power and comparison with the
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have presented two algorithms to identify gates for replacement
to achieve single Vdd test, these algorithms show a trade-
off between accuracy and speed. The proposed gate sizing
technique has little effect on timing, area and power when
compared with the original design (prior to gate sizing) and
outperforms the TPI in terms of these three parameters.
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